Performance Comparison of R407c and R22 in Off-Design Point Using Wilson-Plot Method
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Abstract: In this study, we modeled the thermodynamic properties of refrigerants, condenser and evaporator secondary fluid using artificial neural network. Benefits of this method are reducing complicated computation and not using state equations. Then, we used Wilson-Plot method to compare performance of refrigeration cycle with R22 and R407C refrigerants. Then we studied the effect of various parameters on cycle performance. Finally, we investigated benefits and disadvantages of R407C as an alternative for replacing with R22 in refrigeration cycle.
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INTRODUCTION

Replacing chlorofluorocarbons in refrigeration industry is considered as an important problem because of environment depletion. On this way effort of environment fans caused international pressure for replacing of R22 and selecting a suitable refrigerant in compression refrigeration system. R407C is a mixture refrigerant and its thermodynamic and physical properties are like as R22. This refrigerant has been introduced as an alternative for R22 with zero ozone depletion potential and less greenhouse warming potential than R22. In practice, refrigeration cycle works in on-design or off-design point. If all of the conditions which we considered in the design be established when working system, it has to be said that the system works in design point. If usual condition such as environment temperature, secondary fluid mass rate, frosting increasing around the evaporator coils, defrost time and refrigerant charge have been unsuitable, in this condition we are far from design point. In this condition we say that refrigeration cycle works in off-design point.

In this study, we used Wilson-plot method for investigating compression refrigeration cycle. Wilson-plot method uses the measurement of total heat transfer coefficient in refrigerant various mass rates for calculating convection heat transfer coefficient [1].

Many studies have been done in the field of the Wilson-Plot application for determining heat exchanger convection coefficient. Samuel M. Sami and et al. along with experimental study on the properties of diphasic stream of R-502 refrigerant, proposed a method for prospect of the heat transfer parameters such as mean heat transfer and pressure drop [2]. Fan Pin Ching and Ru Yang have done an experimental study on the heat transfer of periodic tubes. They used the Wilson-Plot method for calculating heat transfer coefficient [3]. John W. Rose investigated the restriction of accruing heat transfer coefficient using Wilson-plot method. They concluded that in use of Wilson-plot method in saturation state should be accurate because of uncertainty in heat transfer coefficient. Jose Fernandez-Seara and et al. studied Wilson-plot method and the changes which were done for improvement of it. Finally they expanded this method for using in multitude problems [5]. Fernando Primal and et al. studied Wilson-plot method and the changes which were done for improvement of it. Finally they expanded this method for using in multitude problems [5]. Fernando Primal and et al. studied Wilson-plot method and the changes which were done for improvement of it. Finally they expanded this method for using in multitude problems [5].
As we saw, Wilson plot method was used as a successful method to accruing heat transfer coefficient. Therefore, in this paper we used Wilson-plot method for analyzing refrigeration system by studying done work in this field. In this study, we used Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for calculating thermodynamic properties of refrigerant and secondary fluid.

**Artificial Neural Network (ANN):** ANN is a system which was inspired from human beings brain. The main part of biological neural system is neural cell which is called Neuron. As we see in fig (1) neuron connects to the other cell’s dendrites by synapses. Signals transfer to the cell body by dendrites then transfer to axon. Neuron can amplify or castrate the signal. Artificial neuron model has been inspired from actual neuron.

An artificial neuron (AN) is a nonlinear mapping from \( \mathbb{R}^i \) to \([0, 1]\) or \([-1, 1]\). An artificial neuron receives a vector with \( I \) input signals which these inputs are the output of the other neurons or the signals from environment. For each of inputs (\( Z_i \)) a weight is considered which amplify or castrate the input. AN multiply inputs by weight then sums all of them. It uses an activation function (\( F_{anh} \)) for calculating the output. The power of output is affected by threshold quantity. Fig (2) shows an AN model [10].

\[
Z = (z_1, z_2, ..., z_n) \tag{1}
\]

\[
Net = \sum_{i=1}^{I} z_i v_i \tag{2}
\]

\( F_{anh} \) is one of the most common activation functions in AN which is tangent hyperbolic function. By using this activation function, we can determine special volume, enthalpy and entropy. In superheat and sub cooling zone we use temperature and pressure as input too. Therefore, ANN can determine special volume, enthalpy and entropy.

It is important how to determine the number of layers and number of neuron’s hidden layers to have acceptable accuracy. For selecting parameters we use trial and error method to have best output. In this study, we used tangent hyperbolic function for input layer and we used linear function for output and hidden layers.

**Wilson-Plot Method:** Wilson-plot method is used to calculate convection heat transfer coefficient by measuring total heat transfer. Wilson considered that...
Fig. 4: Wilson-plot graph

the heat transfer coefficient is the linear function of secondary fluid heat transfer coefficient [11].

The total heat transfer resistance \( \frac{1}{UA} \) is equal to the sum of heat transfer resistance in both side of tube wall (secondary fluid and refrigerant) and conduction resistance of the Wall.

\[
\frac{1}{UA} = \frac{1}{(h.A)} + \frac{\delta}{K.A_m} + \frac{1}{(h.A)_o} \quad (3)
\]

In Equation (3) \( \delta \) is neglect in compression with \( k \), therefore we withdraw from \( \delta/k \). Therefore we have:

\[
\frac{1}{UA} = \frac{1}{h_i.A_i} + \frac{1}{h_o.A_o} \quad (4)
\]

In equation (4) the refrigerant convection heat transfer coefficient \( h_i \) obtained from the design point equations and its quantity in design point is considered constant. \( h_o \) is obtained from secondary fluid mass rate. Therefore the total heat transfer coefficient is the function of \( h_o \). If secondary fluid is flown in tube, heat transfer coefficient can be determined from equation (5) [12].

\[
Nu = \frac{h_i.D}{K} = 0.023 Re^n . Pr^m \quad (5)
\]

Prandtl number is neglected because of negligible variation in domain of temperature variation. Therefore:

\[
h = C_2 \frac{K}{D} \left( \frac{\rho u D}{\mu} \right) \quad (6)
\]

By replacing the mass rate of secondary fluid in equation (6) we will have:

\[
m = \rho_u \cdot n \cdot A \quad (7)
\]

\[
h = C \cdot m \quad (8)
\]

If we replace equation (8) in equation (4) we will have:

\[
\frac{1}{UA} = \frac{1}{h_i.A_i} + \frac{1}{h_o.A_o} \quad (9)
\]

If we write the equation (9) at \( A_o \) and consider constant quantity for \( h_i \) we will have:

\[
\frac{1}{U} = \frac{1}{h_i.A_i} + \frac{Cons \tan t}{h_i Cons \tan t} \quad \frac{C.m}{m_n} \quad (10)
\]

If we plot \( \frac{1}{UA} VS \frac{1}{m_n} \), Wilson-plot graph will be as following.

**Modeling of Compression Refrigeration Cycle in off Design Point:** In this section we want to model refrigeration cycle using thermodynamic and heat transfer equations in off-design point. In fact we want to see the effect of secondary mass rate flow variation on performance coefficient, condenser temperature, refrigeration capacity and etc.

For this purpose we consider secondary fluid mass rate, area of condenser and evaporator as input for model. According to Wilson-plot method by variation of mass rate the variation of refrigeration convection heat transfer coefficient in condenser and evaporator will be negligible and we can consider constant. The quantity of these parameters is used from design point quantities.

Using equation (11) we can obtain the heat transfer coefficient of water in condenser and evaporator [13].

\[
\frac{Nu}{K} = \frac{h_i.D}{K} = 0.023 Re^n . Pr^m \quad (11)
\]

“m” and “n” are constant which are determined for condenser and evaporator according to table(1).

Now we can obtain the total heat transfer coefficient of surface. We can calculate the heat transfer of evaporator and condenser using equation (12).

\[
Q = UA D T_w \quad (12)
\]

LMTD = \( \frac{\Delta T_1 \cdot \Delta T_2}{\ln \left( \frac{\Delta T_1}{\Delta T_2} \right) \} \quad (13)
\]

<p>| Table 1: Condenser and evaporator constants for heat transfer coefficient |
|--------------------------|------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>m</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaporator</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condenser</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[ Q = m_{Re} f \Delta h \]  

(14)

Because the sub cooling and superheat zone in evaporator and condenser is small, therefore we can suppose that the temperature of refrigerant is constant in input and output and we can use the saturation temperature. Now using trial and error method and considering equal the equation of (12) and (14) we can obtain evaporator and condenser temperature and mass rate of refrigerant. Consequently, we can obtain COP using equation (15).

\[ \text{COP} = \frac{Q_{ev}}{W_{com}} \]  

(15)

Volume efficiency of compressor can be calculated using equation (16).

\[ \eta_{vol} = 1 - \frac{V_{C}}{V_{s}} \left( \frac{P_{C}}{P_{s}} \right)^{\frac{1}{n}} \]  

(16)

Fig. 5 Shows the flowchart of the above model.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section the results for this model are shown and therefore the performance of cycle, condenser and evaporator temperature are compared for R22 and R407C refrigerants by variation of secondary fluid mass rate in off-design point.

Condenser Water Mass Rate Effect on Condenser and Evaporator Temperature: Fig (6) and fig (7) show respectively the variation of condenser and evaporator temperature VS water mass rate in condenser.

Fig (6) shows that the condenser with R407C has ever less refrigerants by variation of secondary fluid mass rate in temperature than R22. By increasing water mass rate in condenser its temperature reduces.

Condenser Water Mass Rate Effect on Condenser Temperature

Fig (6) shows that the condenser with R407C has ever less temperature than R22. By increasing water mass rate in condenser its temperature reduces.

Fig (7) shows that evaporator with R407C refrigerant has higher temperature than R22. By increasing water mass rate in condenser its temperature increases and by decreasing water mass rate its temperature decreases.
Fig. 9: Evaporator water mass rate effect on evaporator temperature

Evaporator Water Mass Rate Effect on Condenser and Evaporator Temperature: Fig (8) and (9) show respectively evaporator and condenser temperature variation VS water mass rate variation in evaporator. Fig (8) shows that evaporator with R407C refrigerant has always more temperature than R22. By increasing mass rate in evaporator its temperature increases. Fig (9) shows that condenser with R407C refrigeration has always less temperature than R22. By increasing water mass rate evaporator, condenser temperature decreases.

The Effect of Water Mass Rate Variation in Condenser and Evaporator on Volume Efficiency: Fig (10) and (11) respectively show variation of volume efficiency of compression refrigeration cycle VS water mass rate in condenser and evaporator. In these figures R407C refrigerant has always less volume efficiency than R22. It is noticeable that in Fig(10) by increasing water mass rate in condenser, the volume efficiency increases and by decreasing water mass rate the volume efficiency decreases and difference between volume efficiency of R22 and R407C is 0.5% to 2% for mass rate of 0.362 kg/s to 0.412 kg/s. Fig (11) shows that by increasing water mass rate the volume efficiency decreases and the difference between volume efficiency of R22 and R407C is 2.5% to 5% for mass rate of the 0.3kg/s to 0.7 kg/s.

Condenser and Evaporator Water Mass Rate Effect on the Refrigerant Mass Rate: Fig (12) and (13) respectively show refrigeration mass rate variation VS water mass rate in evaporator and condenser. These figures show that R407C has less water mass rate than the R22.

Fig (12) shows that by increasing water mass rate in condenser, refrigerant mass rate increases. The difference between mass rate of R22 and R407C is 11% to 12% for water mass rate of 0.362 kg/s to 0.412 kg/s.

Fig (13) shows that by increasing water mass rate in evaporator, refrigerant mass rate increases. The Difference between mass rate of R22 and R407C is 8% to 9% for water mass rate of 0.3 kg/s to 0.7 kg/s.

Evaporator and Condenser Water Mass Rate Effect on Evaporator Refrigeration Capacity: Fig (14) and (15) respectively show refrigeration capacity VS water mass rate in evaporator and condenser. These figures show that always R407C has less refrigeration capacity than
Fig. 13: Evaporator water mass rate effect on the refrigerant mass rate

Fig. 14: Condenser water mass rate effect on evaporator refrigeration capacity

R22. Fig (14) shows that by increasing water mass rate in condenser refrigeration, capacity. Refrigeration capacity difference between R22 and R407C is 5% to 9% for water mass rate from 0.362 kg/s to 0.412 kg/s. It is noticeable that in fig (15) by increasing water mass rate in evaporator, refrigeration capacity increases. Difference between refrigeration capacity for R22 and R407C is about 11% for water mass rate of 0.3 kg/s to 0.7 kg/s.

Condenser and Evaporator Water Mass Rate Effect on Performance Coefficient: Fig (16) and (17) respectively show performance coefficient VS water mass rate variation in condenser and evaporator. These figures show that R407C always has less performance coefficient than R22. Fig (16) shows that by increasing water mass rate in condenser, performance coefficient increases. Difference between performance coefficient of R22 and R407C is 9% to 15% for water mass rate 0.362 kg/s to 0.412 kg/s.

Fig (17) shows that by increasing water mass rate in evaporator, performance coefficient increase. By decreasing water mass rate in evaporator, performance coefficient decreases. Difference between performance coefficient of R22 and R407C is 11% to 14% for water mass rate of 0.3 kg/s to 0.7 kg/s.

CONCLUSION

In this study, performance of compression refrigeration system in off-design point has been studied.
The results show that in various water mass rates for condenser and evaporator, R407C ever has less performance coefficient, refrigeration capacity, refrigerant mass rate and volume efficiency than R22. Results show that by various water mass rate of condenser and evaporator the difference between performance coefficient of R22 and R407C is 9% to 15% for condenser and 11% to 14% for evaporator. The Difference between refrigeration capacities of tow refrigerant is 5% to 9% for condenser and 11% for evaporator. The Difference between refrigeration mass rates is 8% to 12% for condenser and 8% to 9% for evaporator. The Difference between volume efficiency of R22 and R407C is 0.5% to 2% for condenser and 2.5% to 4% for evaporator. By increasing water mass rate in evaporator, evaporator temperature increases.

Therefore, by increasing distillation temperature and decreasing evaporator temperature behavior of R407C approach to R22. Therefore, R407C can be a suitable alternative for replacing with R22 in all of the refrigeration systems with low evaporation temperature.
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